
Design Your Dream Job

1Consider exactly what you want in an ideal dental hygiene job 
and put it down on paper (hours, geographic area, compensation, 

benefi ts, work environment, etc).

2www.bestplaces.net is a great place to fi nd cost of living and other 
comparisons about communities you may be unfamiliar with.

3www.getdentist.net and www.dentistdirectory.com are great sites 
for fi nding most or all dental practices located in a given area. 

It’s recommended you utilize a couple different sites like these to 
ensure you are gathering a comprehensive list of practices in the 
communities you want to work in.

4www.thewealthydentist.com offers some interesting salary 
information and other statistics, based on geographic area, as well 

as commentary from hygienists about current market conditions.

5Keep your skills sharp as you prepare your job search by working 
for a temp agency or volunteering at a community clinic. This 

action alone may bring you a step or two closer to landing a job.

Begin Your Search

1Build a database of dentists in the communities you want to work 
in by creating a spreadsheet and including key contact information 

(particularly e-mail and website addresses if you can fi nd them). Use 
the database for tracking interactions you have with practices too.

2Identify where all the jobs are posted in the communities you 
want to work in. One excellent way is to ask individual practices 

where they post announcements. This gives you a contact with them 
and provides you with valuable information.

Your Tools

1Create business cards. But be sure to wait and do this when you 
have completed your entire marketing package, so that things 

like website and e-mail addresses can be included. Don’t include 
a website address on a business card if the website is still under 
construction.

2Create a post card that you can mail to practices advertising 
yourself as a temp or permanent hygienist. You can create 

inexpensive post cards at www.vistaprint.com or a variety of other 
online sources, if you don’t want to do it locally (which costs more).

The Quick Review Guide outlines all of the main tips and ideas of the book Landing a Great Dental Hygiene Job. For those who have already 
read the book or for those who already understand many of the basic principles behind marketing yourself for fi nding employment, the Quick 
Review Guide is a great shortcut and will get you off an running as you seek to land a great dental hygiene job.

3Create a resume website that goes into greater depth about you, 
your skills and education. You can also post a video resume to 

your site. There are many free options for this, including www.
wordpress.com. You can also pay for some very attractive website 
templates that are simple to edit at sites like www.wix.com

4Create a professional Facebook page to further connect with 
potential employers and even customers you serve. There are 

several other online profi le pages you should consider creating as 
well, some of those include about.me, zoominfo.com, twitter.com to 
name only a few. Make it easy to fi nd you on the Internet.

5Create a professional blog, where you can post interesting 
observations, articles, and reviews of products. This is an 

opportunity to show potential employers that you consider yourself 
an expert and passionate about dentistry in general. Facebook and 
Twitter can and should be used in the same manner.

6Create a video resume to further share your personality. 
Employers like this because it gives them a much better idea 

of who you really are than a resume or any of the other marketing 
material can. You can post the video on YouTube or a variety of other 
video sharing sites. If being on camera isn’t your thing, consider 
creating a slide show video with either music in the background or 
your voice narrating it. These too are easy to upload and share.

7Design a simple and succinct resume. Avoid wordy sentences and 
paragraphs. Use a heavier type of paper (not quite cardstock, but 

not copy paper either) that is professional in look and feel. Semi-
gloss and color are okay, and graphics like a picture of yourself or 
logos of practices you have worked for are good to add. Anything to 
make it look interesting and stand out without being strange.

8When writing your resume, the same principle applies. Keep your 
writing short and precise. Use an active voice to avoid wordiness, 

and use lots of bullet points as they tend to be less intimidating to 
read for people who don’t have a lot of time. Some use of upper case 
fonts is okay, just reserve them for headers (i.e. categories of sections 
of your resume).

9The cover letter is again a very simple-and-to-the-point document. 
Keep them three to four paragraphs and reserve one section for 

listing bullet items. Again, bullets make your writing more inviting 
and have a much greater chance of being read than paragraphs.



10Put your resume, cover letter, and business card in a 
professional, simple-looking folder that can be given to offi ces 

you interview with or even ones you specifi cally want to visit with or 
target as a potential employer. 

11Always, always send a hand-written thank you card or letter to 
those you interview with or temp for. Most hygienists do not do 

this but it’s a difference maker and could be the one thing separating 
you with someone else applying for a permanent position with them.

Your Relationships

1Drop-in visits are old school but still a very effective method of 
getting your name out there. The upsides are big. You and they 

get the opportunity to size each other up (even if only briefl y). This 
in-person connection cannot be overstated. Nobody hires anyone 
without meeting them fi rst and this just gets you one step closer to 
that. The bad part, of course, is that it’s very time-consuming and can 
even be a little discouragin. You won’t get hired on the spot, but rest 
assured you are making big in-roads.

2If you are going to drop in on practices be prepared with what you 
are going to say and give them. This is a great opportunity to give 

them a resume kit and even a post card. All of this of course means 
you want to be prepared before embarking so be sure you have plenty 
of copies of everything and that you have rehearsed some key things 
you want to say (in sales they call this the elevator pitch).

3Since you aren’t likely to be jumping in and doing any hygiene 
that day, your attire should look business professional. You may 

feel a little over-dressed, but most employers expect it of serious job 
seekers and it does add a touch of confi dence to your step.

4When speaking with people, listen carefully for cues of common 
ground. Someone you both know, a hobby, or even something as 

simple as a item of clothing the front offi ce person is wearing that 
you think looks nice. Use those to create bridges and relate to them 
with as it will help you come across as someone they would like.

5Going back to doing research on practices, you will often times 
notice on their websites and walls of offi ces keywords and 

phrases, or specialized treatments or technology the offi ce uses. Find 
ways to incorporate that information into your conversations with 
those you meet with in a subtle way (not scripted or obvious).

6Like drop-in visits, networking (the process of meeting and 
getting to know other professionals for the purpose of branching 

out professionally) is an old-school technique for fi nding a job. 
It still works, so some great networking opportunities include 
attending monthly and annual dental association meetings, chamber 

of commerce meetings, and other community-based professional 
organizations where you will regularly meet other hygienists, 
dentists, and even dental suppliers.

7Volunteering your time at community dental clinics is also a 
valuable way to network and meet other dental professionals. It 

has the added benefi t of keeping your skills sharp and doing helpful 
acts of service for your community (so it makes you feel good, while 
building your confi dence).

8Finally, it’s been mentioned several times, but temping is 
important to creating lots of new great relationships. When fi lling 

temping assignments, be punctual, put on your best personality and 
always work hard to leave the dentist and staff wanting you back. 
This may be hard at times as some offi ces you will never want to see 
again, but dentists do talk to one another and a bad practice may give 
you a great reference to a different offi ce so be your best self.

Wrapping It All Up

1Keep cultivating leads and relationships after you receive a job 
offer. Most jobs include either a formal or unspoken probation 

period. It goes both ways, you are giving your new employer a trial 
run too. Some jobs just aren’t a good fi t after a few weeks.

2Avoid making big changes in your life immediately after 
accepting a job, particularly fi nancial commitments. Some things 

are unavoidable as new jobs sometimes include relocation or more 
reliable transportation, but these things should be eased into as you 
feel increasingly comfortable with your new job.

3By now you know jobs are usually awkward as you get to know 
new co-workers and a boss. Offi ce history, politics, and norms are 

unfamiliar to you and will take time to catch up on. Let your instincts 
guide you, but avoid gossip and situations where you are caught 
in the middle between competing colleagues. Work hard and stay 
upbeat, while doing your best to be a team player (which includes 
doing work outside the scope of your duties occasionally). Most 
importantly, keep the lines of communication open with everyone 
especially the boss. 

4Stay at your fi rst job as long as possible. If not the fi rst one then 
the second one. People who jump around from job to job are a red 

fl ag to prospective employers and it will become increasing diffi cult 
to fi nd a job the less settled and content you appear to be.

5Finding a job is time-consuming and very hard at times. Stick 
with it. Set some daily, weekly, and monthly goals. Keep chipping 

away it. Success is right around the corner for those that persist in 
Landing a Great Dental Hygiene Job.


